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Have you been WONDERING about the REAL  YOU? After spending years

developing and supporting others (children, career, partner)…

OR…

Maybe you’ve had a major lifestyle change that left you with bats in your

belfrey. Maybe you just need a change…IT  IS  TIME  FOR  YOU!

“The Axully Art Roadmap” and my FREE Facebook Group #AXULLYART will

help you reinvent yourself.

TRUTH TIME: When I first stumbled into my art journey in 2002, I had NO IDEA

what I wanted OR how to start. I’ll explain what worked for me, the Aha’s! and

Whaaaa’s? of my recovery from my life change event. More on that later.

I spent HOURS attending “classes” where recipes were talked as much as

art—“Monkey See, Monkey Do workshops”—NO basics. I had to have the

teacher to tell me my next steps...I was dependent! “piffle”

A LOT of digging, reading, researching happened over the next 15 years.

RESULT? I can now paint in almost any medium and style, confidently…ON

MY OWN! I can create some stress-free peace anytime I want!

This roadmap will walk you through the steps I used to develop my own skills. I

want you to understand art basicswith a laser focus…the why…so you can

apply the skills and tools in your toolbox. You’ll

experience your own ZenZone any time you paint.

Then, you’ll be able to build on this foundation and

run those bats right on out!

If you have any questions, make sure to ask

inside my FREE Facebook group, #AXULLYART.  

With your participation we’ll all be able to learn

and share with-- each other.

It’s About Time!

xxoo,

Vicki 

Creator of The Ideal Art & Peace System
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WATERCOLOR
Study Charles Reid, John
Singer Sargent, Winslow

Homer. Learn about pigments
at Handprint.com.
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#8
OIL

Read the books by Richard
Schmid. Great overall info

about oil and the chemistry of
Fat over Lean.

#5

VALUE
One of Wicki’s big four, value is
a fancy name for dark/light.

Learn everything you can until
you understand how to see.

#1

FORM
This is Wicki’s #2 most
important things to know.

Drawing books give great info
about how to turn 2D into 3D.

#2
COLOR

Color is elemental, and the
last biggie in WickiWorld. 
You need to get clear on
temperature, tint, tone.

#4

ENCAUSTIC
The OLDEST medium! Used
by Vikings and ancient
Egyptians, hot wax came
before oil and soft pastel

#7
SOFT PASTEL

Most direct medium: you hold
the raw pigment (+ binder) in
your hand. Achieve drawing &

painting style. 

#6

SHAPE
When you can understand that
everything is comprised of one of
the 5 shapes, you will be able to

paint/draw anything!

#3

handprint.com
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MISTAKES  TO  AVOID

Mistake #1: Hoping a painting will “just happen”.

Learning to paint is so much easier in the 21st century! In the 14th century
guilds were the specialized trade shops. The guilds apprenticed children to do
the dirty work of cleaning, grinding pigments, and after several years could earn
the right to paint on the master’s work.
In the 19th century, Ateliers broke out in Italy and France. This was more of a
school environment. These students would have to earn their right to use
pigments, colors, subjects. For ex: beginners would have to study a semester
with only newsprint and a charcoal. If lucky, they might be able to add a white
pastel. Years of this laborious process would yield artists.

As an Axully Artist, you have an outline of the steps to yield the fastest
results without spending years of practice. Don’t get me wrong, though. Hours
of practice is still a necessity to improve to Master status.

Mistake #2: Buying too many materials and following too many project

artists who muddy the water. Just TOO much!

“Look at al those “purdy” colors, Wicki!” (Wicki is my fun alter-ego; Victoria
is my not fun one. I teach how to control them) Some have chemical names,
while some have fun, whimsical names. You will want to collect a tube in every
color in watercolor, buy thousands of sticks of pastels, tubes of oil in every
brand with different formulas. Canvases, books, and brushes. BRUSHES!
Plural! Different ones for each medium, sizes, styles, prices. Watercolor brushes
that retail for hundreds of dollars, packages of brushes that retail for ten dollars. 

Pay for classes that are not solid HOW based teaching, but are Monkey
See teaching. You will tire of being told to 
“JUST DO IT. NO RULES”. Discouragement is frequent, train wreck paintings
often. You don’t feel very confident. In fact, you decide painting is beyond your
reach. 

Beethoven didn’t play sonatas without practice, you won’t be an artist
either without practice. There are no magic pills, no instant signed and framed
art.
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Mistake #3: Waiting for the “perfect time” invest in YOU and what you

want/need to do with the best years of your life. 

Some people believe if they take a class and complete a painting in just
two hours they walk out an artist. Uh...no. This kind of thinking is
completely backwards. Your time should be spent learning the basic art
tools FOR YOU to use without having to depend on a teacher. You should
be able to create your ZenZone every time you have an hour or so to
create. You don’t need every color, brush, OR a studio. You don’t need
casual social art groups or workshops. Just focus on the basics and build
from this foundation.

h e y  y o u . . .
It is NEVER TOO LATE to get serious about YOU. It is time for you to
choose something you probably LOVED as a child, before math, boys,
marriage, children, career…then the gradual loss of those. It is time for you
to develop and guide yourself. The Ideal Art and Peace System opens for
enrollment a few times a year…BUT, you can get a head start with all the
free resources I offer on my website and inside my Facebook group. See
you inside!

CLICK HERE to join me and over hundreds of other creators in the free #AXULLYART community.
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